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1. Introduction

Heroization processes[1] are often closely linked to the specific form of communication that is
propaganda. Hero figures become relevant in the context of propaganda in two ways. First, they can
be the subject of the propaganda – for example as martyrs, martial heroes, war photographers, or
labour heroes. As the subject of persuasive, (mass) media communication that also aims at long-term
effective convincing, heroes[2] form engrossing communication patterns not just for the Western
societies of the 20th century. Different media and different functions of propaganda construct and
establish heroic figures, each with different connotations.

Second, persons perceived as  heroes seem to be extremely persuasive communicators of the
messages that propaganda conveys because of the exceptionality attributed to them and the special
“appellative power”[3] that comes with that exceptionality. Propaganda heroes substantiate such
messages and motivate the addressees to action. Heroes are therefore considered exceedingly suited
to convey propagandistic content effectively to an audience.
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2. Propaganda as a heroization strategy

To be a hero, an individual must be labelled as such, presented to an audience, and perceived by that
audience as a hero.[4] Propaganda is one of a number of (historically specific) communicative settings
in which heroes are presented. Propaganda transforms a group – for example, a group of soldiers –
into the social figure of the heroic soldier, or the individuals among them into exemplary heroes.
Temporality plays a role in this respect in two ways:  heroizations by means of propaganda can (firstly)
draw upon older (visual) (re)presentations. The heroizing (re)presentation of Wehrmacht soldiers in
illustrated magazines for instance referenced inter alia (visual) representations of soldiers of the First
World War or of the Spanish Civil War.[5] Secondly, propaganda does not aim just at producing short-
term effects; hero figures are also used in the hope that the messages tied to them will achieve long-
term impacts.[6] This does not entail the assumption that someone (an individual, an institution)
intending a specific effect will in fact reach the addressees directly and in the desired way; rather, it
should also be expected that various audiences will engage in independent methods of appropriation
and in a heroization that is dysfunctional for the propagandists.[7]

3. Conceptual history

Communications scholar Heinz Starkulla Jr. states that, nowadays, by ‘propaganda’ many can “no
longer imagine anything more than the totalitarian control and manipulation of communication that
unequivocally arouses revulsion”.[8] From a historical perspective, however, this understanding of
‘propaganda’ by no way constitutes a universal phenomenon that transcends time periods. On the
contrary, in the more than 400 years of its use, the propaganda concept experienced changing
ascriptions of meaning and oscillated between positive and negative connotation depending on the
political, religious, or advertising orientation.[9]

The word, derived from the Latin propagare (spread, scatter, procreate, extend), first appeared as the
description of a communication technique in Europe in the early 17th century in connection with
Catholic missioning.[10] For the actors of the Counter-Reformation, ‘propaganda’ initially described
the dissemination, considered desirable, of Catholic dogma, which inescapably had to meet with
rejection from Protestants. Martyrs who were willing to give their lives for their faith emerged here as
heroic. During the French Revolution, although propaganda increased in importance through the
advent of modern mass media, the term continued to invite suspicion of being bound to institutions
and fostering conspiratorial activities due to its original proximity to the Catholic church. The liberal
Vormärz movement, which sought to disseminate democratic principles, was the first to turn
‘propaganda’ into a “generally used instrument for popularising political interests”.[11] After the
revolution of 1848/49, the propaganda concept was also used in circles of political anarchism. The
‘propaganda of the deed’ formula concealed more or less outright calls for politically motivated acts of
 violence, which led to agents of German social democracy replacing the term propaganda with
‘agitation’ for a time.[12] In the communist movement, it was primarily Lenin who advocated for a
positive connotation of the propaganda concept. The ‘propaganda’ of the party, understood as being
enlightening, was designed to indoctrinate and inculcate workers ideologically by means of mass
media communication.[13] The “Hero of (Socialist) Labour”, who has been used as a role model for
maximum production performance, also has its beginnings here.[14]
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Around the turn of the century, the term propaganda in Germany had detached itself from its political
mooring and made inroads into the economic sphere, where it appeared as a synonym for
‘promotion’.[15] Besides ‘advertisement’ and ‘promotion’, ‘propaganda’ soon became an integral part
of economic jargon, which is why the economist Rudolf Seyffert noted at the end of the 1920s that
there were “three different expressions for the same term”.[16] During Nazism, there were efforts to
transfer the propaganda concept back to the exclusivity of the political realm, which is why a
distinction was sought – not always maintained in practice – between ‘political propaganda’ (politische
Propaganda), ‘commercial advertisement’ (kommerzielle Werbung), and the negatively connoted ‘Jewish
promotion’ (jüdische Reklame) – a conceptual trichotomy that still resonates in German today.[17] While
‘propaganda’ remained positively connoted in socialist societies even after 1945 in keeping with the
Leninist interpretation, in the post-war Federal Republic of Germany, the term was primarily
associated with the Reich Ministry of Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda and its chief, Joseph
Goebbels. This persistent connection between Nazism and propaganda points to the politics of
memory that have been inherent to the term and the subject since the post-war period: the reference
to propaganda – understood as the totalitarian control and dissemination of information by the rulers
– could/can also function as an exoneration strategy on the part of the audience; the public could/can
imagine itself in hindsight as the ‘victim’ of manipulative or ‘seductive’ propaganda.[18]

The diverse associations that the term propaganda evokes until today and the connotations that are
linked to it are reflected in scholarly studies. In summarising the state of conceptual debates, Thymian
Bussemer states that even after more than seventy years of efforts at systematisation, there is no
precise and generally recognised definition of propaganda.[19]

4. Research overview

4.1. The current state of the research

The branch of recent propaganda scholarship espoused here understands propaganda as a specific
form of (mass) media communication and not as the communication of specific content. This approach
no longer proceeds on the basis of a pejorative, unreflective notion of propaganda that presupposes
its high potency, but emphasises – in following British cultural studies – the affordance of propaganda.
According to this notion, the audience constitutes an actor in its own right in contrast to the ‘easily
influenced masses’ of earlier notions of propaganda.[20] The addressees must be able to classify
propaganda as credible within their world view. Whether the propaganda transports factually accurate
or false/disingenuous messages becomes less important.[21] Hence, propaganda is not characterised
by the universal claim to validity; instead, it constitutes merely one promotional communication
means among several.[22] For the given historical context being examined, specific media landscapes
in addition to political and social circumstances must therefore be considered.[23]

As a social situation and specific form of communication, this very broadly understood propaganda
concept describes a competition of and for opinions that plays a role in constituting modern – and
hence not just totalitarian – societies and includes all forms of advertisement, public relations, and the
controlled or even just selective provision of information via media.[24] Instead of wanting to impose
preformed interpretations onto the recipients (even if that certainly is the intent of many
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propagandists in practice), from a historical-analytical perspective propaganda merely provides
communicative efforts for the individual appropriation and interpretation of information.[25] When
propaganda is effective over a prolonged period of time, this occurs through reciprocal
communication between broadcasters and recipients. Propaganda therefore invariably finds itself in
an exchange relationship with a counterpart[26], which can be both the competing propaganda of an
(ideological) opponent and reactions from the audience.[27]

Here there is an important interface to studies of heroization processes, for it must be assumed that
heroes can only be heroes if they are accepted by an audience. This audience, in turn, is composed of
heterogeneous actors who, as admirers or opponents, not only react to hero figures, but actively
contribute to the creation of the hero configuration. Propaganda is one form of communication in
which this occurs.

4.2. Perspectives for future research

Currently, one of the greatest challenges for propaganda research is reapplying the heavily formalised
propaganda concept to specific content.[28] Recent historical studies on propaganda analyse their
subject from the perspective of the history of science (Bussemer), the history of culture (Gries et al.), or
the political history of war (Eisermann).

Studies that systematically link the heroic and propaganda are still in their beginnings. The connection
between these two highly complex subjects should be further clarified through interdisciplinary
research: what additional analytical value is to be expected when heroization processes are examined
that take place in the context of propaganda and become effective therein? What is characteristic of
the hero of propagandistic communication as compared to other forms of heroization? And
conversely: what becomes clear(er) about propaganda when asking the question of how propaganda
works with heroizations?

The task of (not just) historic research is to investigate which propagandistic messages are
communicated through heroes and whether and how these messages reach their audience. Answers
to these questions become accessible only through a contextualising analysis that (1) goes beyond
examining propagandists’ intentions and the content of the propaganda and (2) also considers the
social practice of hero production and (3) understands the audience as a heterogeneous group of
actors.[29] To be able to fulfil this aspiration, theoretical approaches and methods of various
disciplines should be used.

For example, in addition to the specific historical situations, future research needs to contemplate
more greatly the inherent laws of the media that are utilised whenever propaganda is made using
heroes. These inherent laws determine the potential effects of propaganda as well as the recipients’
scope for action: performative forms of propaganda (such as processions and marches) function
differently from oral propaganda (e.g. sermons, speeches, and radio), written propaganda (pamphlets,
flyers, books, etc.) and visual propaganda (posters, billboards, illustrated magazines, television, film,
memorials, and so on).
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5. Case study: War reporters as heroes of Nazism

Investigating heroization processes in situations of propagandistic communication could help
connecting the content of hero narratives more precisely to the social practice of their construction.
Two examples from the Second World War may illustrate this:

(1) At the time of the Second World War, members of the Propaganda Companies
(Propagandakompanien, short PK) were often portrayed in German illustrated magazines as the
creators of Nazi heroic stories about the Wehrmacht. Until 1942, there were numerous reports that
promoted the authenticity of war reporters’ narratives through their heroization. Such representations
of heroic photographers and cameramen who seemingly placed their lives on the line for a successful
photograph were able to give greater appeal to their coverage, including coverage of the heroism of
German soldiers. For instance, the report “Their weapon is the truth! War reporters in action” in the 25
August 1942 issue of Die junge Dame (The Young Lady) dramatised the work of the Propaganda
Companies as heroic (fig. 1). Microphone, camera, typewriter and drawing pad were equated with
soldiers’ rifles as “other weapons”. Obliged to be fighters for the truth and the “facts that cannot be
denied”, the war reporters found their way into the widely disseminated hero stories of German
soldiers.

Fig. 1: “Their weapon is the truth! War reporters in action”

“Ihre Waffe ist die Wahrheit! Kriegsberichter
im Einsatz” (“Their weapon is the truth! War
reporters in action”)

in: Die junge Dame, Vol. 10, No. 17, 25 August
1942, 2f. Drawings: SS-PK Krause (4 pictures),
SS-PK Leitl (1 picture).

Source: Photographic reproduction by Vera
Marstaller and Steffen Düll
Licence: Quotation (German Act on Copyright
and Related Rights, Section 51 / § 51 UrhG)

2) Such a picture of the heroic PK members does not correlate with social practice, however. From
officials at the Reich Ministry of Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda, which released instructions
at daily press conferences as to which reports from the front were to be published[30], to photo lab
technicians to editors of the periodicals, a wide array of actors was involved in selecting the motifs,
images, and messages to be conveyed. By contrast, in the example (fig. 2), not only is the agency
concentrated on the war photographer, but the mention of a “camera master’s snapshot”[31] at the
right moment also reduces this complex process based on a division of labour to one heroic moment.

Even the fuzziness of many of the photographs in Nazi illustrated magazines should not be
(mis)understood as proof of an authentic situation; rather, it is a visual strategy of propagandistic hero
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narration that is to symbolise authenticity, credibility, and resolve when the photographers are in
imminent danger. The PK photograph published in the Illustrierter Beobachter (Illustated Observer) on
27 August 1942 shows a heroic “platoon leader” whose infantry assault badge – according to the
caption – stood for his having seen into “the whites of the opponent’s eyes”.[32] Yet the heading “A
camera master’s snapshot from the fighting around Oryol: the platoon leader” simultaneously
references the heroism of the photographer, who – unlike the soldier – is mentioned by name to the
left of the photo. The fuzziness caused by the reproduction of the photograph in the magazin
correspond with the word “snapshot” and the danger mentioned in the caption: “The intense hunt is
still in full spate.” The heroism of the photographer and the photographed creates a connection
between the two and thereby symbolises one facet of the ideological figure of the community of fate
of all Germans recurrent in illustrated magazines that is reinforced by the shared war experience.

Fig. 2: “A camera master’s snapshot”

“Ein Kamera-Meister-Schnappschuß von den
Kämpfen um Orel: Der Zugführer.” (“A camera
master’s snapshot from the fighting around
Oryol: the platoon leader”, caption at right)

in: Illustrierter Beobachter, Vol. 17, No. 35, 27
August 1942, 3. Photo: PK Lachmann (Heinrich
Hoffmann).

Source: Photographic reproduction by Vera
Marstaller and Steffen Düll
Licence: Quotation (German Act on Copyright
and Related Rights, Section 51 / § 51 UrhG)
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